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Spinoffs

What is a spinoff?

Why are they good value investments?

What happened with the Ashland spinoff?



● September 2016: Ashland incorporated Valvoline 

so Ashland could focus on its core chemicals 

business while Valvoline could expand its motor oil 

portfolio

● September 28: VVV IPO

● May 2017: Ashland distributed all of its remaining 

interest in Valvoline to Ashland stockholders. 

Ceases to have any ownership in VVV

● Lack of information on smaller 

spun-off company creates selling 

pressure

● Might not fit into the institutional 

investors investment mandate

● The company has more freedom in 

its operations and has greater 

flexibility to pursue investments

A spinoff is when a division or a unit of a company is separated from the parent company and 

becomes a new company

Spinoffs

Good value investments because: Valvoline Spinoff:



Post Spinoff Inorganic Growth



Core North America

● Core NA segment sells PCMO and heavy-duty 

lubricants to the U.S. auto aftermarket.

● DIY consumers: auto maintenance (ex: Autozone)  

● DIFM consumers: repair shops (ex: Goodyear)

Quick Lubes

● Services passenger car and light truck market

● Offers basic preventative maintenance for ICE 

vehicles and EV’s. 

● Includes Express Care Program: single store VVV-

branded operators 

International 

● Sells VVV products over 140 countries

● Major Markets: Australia, China, India

● Main channels: joint ventures, independent 

distributors 

Company Overview: Segments 



Valvoline should be able to maintain and grow its 

pricing power due to:  

● Brand/premium lubricants in the PCMO market. 

○ Premium growth → gross profit per gallon 

● Shift in consumption: DIY to DIFM.

○ As disposable income has increased among 

younger consumers, DIFM has increased

○ VVV has direct presence in DIFM through its 

VIOC chain

● Vertical integration within Quick Lubes, giving 

VVV a cost advantage over competitors 

○ Advantage: VVV manufactures its own oil

Company Overview: Cost Advantages



● Valvoline’s fastest growing and most profitable 

segment is its Quick Lubes division. 

● Two opportunities for store growing its store 

base: organic growth through store openings 

and inorganic growth through acquisitions

● After spin-off from Ashland, VVV can now 

redeploy capital towards aggressively growing its 

store base 

● Valvoline plans to open 50-60 stores per year, 

split evenly between company-owned and 

franchised stores

● Market size can be leveraged to beat competitors    

● Company is looking to improve customer 

acquisition and retention through simplifying 

and shortening the time it takes for customers 

(ex: launching an app that displays “wait times”) 

Company Overview: VIOC Store Growth



Sam Mitchell, CEO

● Worked in brand 

management at both Valero 

and the Clorox Company

● Has been with the company 

for over 20 years

Company Overview: Management Team

Mary Meixelsperger, CFO

● Valvoline’s fastest growing and 

most profitable segment is its 

Quick Lubes division. 

● Has two decades worth of 

experience as a CFO for DSW, 

Shopko, and Worldmark Group

Tony Puckett, Quick Lubes 

President

● Managed VIOC stores since 

2007 and QL stores since 2006

● Initially a financial sales 

analyst, but has since gained 

experience in operations and 

brand management

Tom Gerrald, Senior Vice 

President

● Responsible for Valvoline’s DIY 

and DIFM lines of business

● Experienced in supply chain 

management, global sales, and 

business operations 



Company Timeline

1. September 2016: IPO after being spun off 

from Ashland

2. November 2016: Revenue beat, earnings 

miss

3. January 2017: Revenue and earnings beat

4. April 2017: Revenue and earnings beat

5. August 2017: Revenue and earnings inline, 

but management trims profit guidance

6. September 2017: Steve Kirk replaces 

William Wulfsohn as Chairman; growth 

plans are announced by the firm

7. November 2017: Revenue beat, earnings 

inline

8. January 2018: Revenue and earnings beat

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



Lubricant Industry

• The industry is projected to grow at 6.7% 

over the next 5 years

• This is the result of a shift towards higher 

quality and more expensive lubricants

• Competitors focus on cutting costs and 

increasing the quality of their products

Oil Service Industry

• Growth is forecasted to be relatively 

constant in the United States at 0.9%

• Internationally, however, there is significant 

growth potential in emerging markets

• The major focus of firms is to have 

locations that are easily accessible to 

consumers

Industry Overview



United States

• The automobile industry is mature, shown 

by relatively constant miles driven and 

vehicles in millions

• Future revenue growth will be driven by 

consumers demand for higher quality 

motor oil, which commands higher prices

Emerging Markets

• Emerging economies, namely China and 

India, have seen significant expansion in 

automotive use and ownership

• Generally speaking, vehicles in emerging 

economies need to get oil changes every 

3,000 to 5,000 miles driven, while higher 

quality cars driven in the US need oil 

changes every 7,500 miles

Industry Growth



Key Competitors

Royal Dutch Shell

• Shell controls the largest market share (9.6%) 

in the oil change industry, as well as 11.6% in 

the lubricant manufacturing industry

• The firm operates through their subsidiaries 

including Jiffy Lube and Pennzoil

• Shell has been increasing overall store count 

and expects 5% growth going forward

ExxonMobil

• ExxonMobil commands 10.4% of the 

lubricant market, and has a minor interest in 

oil change services

• Brands include Exxon, Mobil1, and Esso

• In lieu of operating their own oil change 

centers, ExxonMobil provides oil to Toyota



Pep Boys

• Pep Boys is the third biggest player in the 

industry after Valvoline (3.0%)

• The firm is expanding by acquiring small chains 

in untapped areas, namely the addition of Just 

Brakes to their portfolio of stores

Acquisition by Icahn

• Icahn Enterprises bought out Pep Boys for a 15x 

EV/EBITDA multiple in February 2016

• Historical EBITDA margins have been between 

4% and 6%, while EBIT margins have hovered 

between 1% and 4%

• Considering that VVV’s Quick Lube division has 

significantly higher margins than Pep Boys, it 

should command a higher multiple

Key Competitors: Precedent Transaction Analysis 



• Based on consumer sentiment, 

drivers view Valvoline oil as the 

highest quality motor oil that is widely 

available 

• Additionally, Valvoline oil sells at a 

price point that is below other top 

quality brands and in line with brands 

that are perceived as lesser quality

• This implies that Valvoline oil will 

continue to be popular among 

consumers looking to purchase a high 

quality lubricant at a fair price

Price v Quality Analysis



Comparable Companies Analysis



Thesis

I. Consolidation of fragmented Quick Lube market

II. Operating leverage in Quick Lube Stores

III.Vertical Integration and changing consumption methods



• Quick Lubes is VVV’s most profitable and fastest 

growing segment 

• VVV and Jiffy Lube (owned by Shell) are the two 

largest players with ~33% of total quick lube stores 

in the US

• Considering that VVV is underlevered relative to its 

comps, VVV can take on anywhere between 2 to 4 

turns of debt to either acquire its largest competitor 

-Jiffy Lube - or continue to consolidate local mom-

and-pop competitors

• Opening 50/60 stores every year. Split 50/50 

between organic and inorganic growth. Significant 

growth in revenue base and margin enhancement.

EntConsolidation of fragmented quick lubes market er TitleConsolidation of fragmented Quick Lubes market



Operating Leverage in Quick Lube Stores

While SSSG contributes a mid-single digit growth rate to the company's top line, it has a

far greater contribution to the EBITDA. The cost structure is actually largely fixed,

providing a large amount of operating leverage. This means that with 4% Same

Store Sales Growth (over 20% below VVV’s long-term average), VVV can grow EBITDA

per store at 8-10% per year.



• VVV outcompetes local operators in terms of 

not only superior service offering but also 

significantly better wait times on a lower cost 

basis. As it is vertically integrated - all the oil it 

uses in the stores is manufactured internally 

• While Jiffy Lube is vertically integrated all the 

way upstream, Valvoline has the flexibility to 

purchase its base oil from a variety of regions.

• While comps average about 20-25 oil changes 

per day, VVV averages 38. It also derives 

higher margins per oil change. So when VVV 

takes over these comps it is able to significantly 

improve their profitability

Vertical Integration



● The auto-aftermarket industry is witnessing a switch from DIY to DIFM channels with 

increasing disposable income

● Despite better pricing in the DIY category, it is important to see that VVV already has a 

presence in the DIFM category through the VIOC stores

● This has the potential to reduce a layer of intermediaries by selling directly to customers 

while potentially also providing a service (oil change)

Change in consumption methods



Valuation

Revenue Build



Valuation

Implied ROI ~35%

DCF
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